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Abstract
We study the microscopic basis of bistable switching of a confined liquid crystal
via Monte Carlo simulations of hard pear-shaped particles. Using both dielectric
and dipolar field couplings to this intrinsically flexoelectric fluid, it is shown that
pulsed fields of opposing polarity can be used to switch between the vertical and
hybrid aligned states. Further, it is shown that the field-susceptibility of the surface
polarisation, rather than the bulk flexoelectricity, is the main driver of this switching
behaviour.

Flexoelectricity is an effect by which an applied bulk field can induce polar director field gradients in a mesophase such as a nematic liquid crystal (LC) [1].
Essentially, it provides a mechanism by which to impose splay and bend distortions of a given polarity on a mesophase which is otherwise centrosymmetric. Microscopically, this phase polarisation arises due to a combination of
the action of the field on molecular dipoles and some steric or electrostatic
asymmetry in the molecule-molecule interactions [2–4]. Interest in flexoelectricity, particularly its microscopic origins, has been reignited recently due
to the development of liquid crystal displays (LCD’s) which exploit bistable
surface anchoring of the nematic phase [5,6]. Several switching mechanisms
have been proposed for these devices such as the use of competing dielectric
and flexoelectric couplings to the applied field [7], the inclusion of electrochiral ions [8] or self-assembled hydrogen-bonded fibers [9] or, finally, the use of
field-induced surface defects [10] whose density can even be used to achieve a
grey-scale device.
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Following the lead of Barberi and co-workers [7,10], Davidson and Mottram
recently showed that a flexoelectric nematic subject to directional field pulses
can execute two-way switching in an LC cell with one monostable homeotropic
substrate and one bistable planar/homeotropic substrate [11]. Specifically, by
considering both dielectric and flexoelectric couplings to homogeneous applied
fields, within an Ericksen-Leslie theory approximation, they identified a narrow parameter window for two-way switching between vertical (V) and hybrid
aligned nematic (HAN) states.
However, the model used in this study was somewhat simplified when one
considers the full range of polar contributions present in real systems: the
flexoelectric polarisation can itself be resolved into director-gradient and order parameter gradient terms (the latter being termed the ‘order electric’
polarisation); ion migration effects are known to be significant for the LC
mixtures and substrate materials used in prototype devices [12]; and molecular polarisation (or ferroelectric order) in the substrate region is known to
be present in many confined LC systems [13,14]. The simplification associated
with Davidson and Mottram’s approach is echoed in the recent debate on how
best to partition between these different polar terms when using HAN cells
to measure flexoelectric coefficients. For HAN cells subject to applied fields,
measured director profile distortions are poorly described by director flexoelectricity alone [15]; strong cases have been made to compensate for this with
either surface polarisation [16] or ion-distribution terms [17], whereas LatticeBoltzmann simulations indicate significant near-surface order electricity [18].
In practice, then, there is evidence to suggest that a combination of all three
of these effects commonly operates in concert with director flexoelectricity.
Here, we consider the microscopic basis of directional-pulsed-field switching
in such systems using Monte Carlo simulations of hard pear-shaped particles
confined in slab geometry. This particle shape is used since, following the original arguments of Meyer [2], its mesophases exhibit splay flexoelectricity. The
interparticle interactions are implemented using the parametric hard gaussian
overlap (PHGO) approach introduced in [19]; we use the parameterisation with
elongation k = 5 shown, in Ref. [19], to possess both nematic and smectic A2
phases, the latter being a bilayer smectic phase with layers formed perpendicular to the director. Being based on a purely steric single-site interaction,
this is a particularly efficient model for use here, though similar behaviour can
be expected for any of the generic flexoelectric particle models introduced in
recent years [20–22]. Investigation of two-way HAN-V switching also requires
a bistable particle-substrate interaction potential and a particle-field coupling
which induces competition between the dielectric and flexoelectric terms. The
latter is achieved here by taking each pear to interact with an applied field
through both dielectric and dipolar terms. Thus
1
Uifield = − ∆χ (E · ûi )2 − µ (E · ûi )
2
2

(1)

where ∆χ is the anisotropy in the dielectric susceptibility, µ is the dipole moment, ûi the particle orientation and E = Eẑ the applied electric field. Note
that electrostatic particle-particle interactions are neglected in this study on
the basis that, as in Ref. [20], they play a minor role. Similarly, in all simulated
systems, we follow Davidson and Mottram in adopting the common approximation that E is constant rather than imposing a fixed voltage drop and
calculating E(z) based on instantaneous dielectric profiles and an assumption
of constant electric displacement.
Following the approach taken in our previous studies of liquid crystal anchoring [23,24], the pear-shaped particles do not interact directly with the
constraining substrates. Instead, particle-substrate interactions are mediated
through objects embedded within the mesogenic particles (see Fig. 1). The
benefit of this approach is that changing the shapes of such embedded objects
provides a microscopic mechanism by which to control the orientation (i.e.
homeotropic, tilted or planar) and nature (monostable or bistable; strong or
weak) of the resultant anchoring. Here we use centrosymmetric (i.e. ellipsoidlike) HGO particles for the embedded objects, so as to take advantage of the
strong homeotropic-planar bistability region previously determined for the
HGO-planar substrate surface potential [24]. To prevent the HGO particles
from protruding outside their host particles, the former are shifted along the
particle axes (towards the bulky end of each pear) so as to make the endpoints
of the embedded and host particles coincide (see Fig. 1). This results in a polar
particle-substrate interaction, since the points of the pears are left free to penetrate the substrate plane; the extent of this allowed penetration and, hence,
the relative stability of the homeotropic anchoring state are controlled by kS ,
the length-to-breadth ratio of the embedded object. The particle-substrate
interactions are, then, given by


 0 if |zobj,i − z0 | ≥ σ HGO−Surface
w

ViPear−Surface = 


∞ if |zobj,i − z0 | < σwHGO−Surface

(2)

where z0 defines the substrate plane and zobj,i is the z-coordinate of the object
embedded in pear i:
zobj,i = zi −

σ0
(k − kS ) cos θi .
2

(3)

Here zi and θi are, respectively, the z-coordinate and zenithal angle of pear i
h

i1/2

and σ0 sets the particle width. σwHGO−Surface = σ0 (1 − χS sin2 θ)/(1 − χS )
is the HGO-surface contact distance [24] and χS = (kS2 − 1)/(kS2 + 1) is the
shape anisotropy of the embedded HGO particles. The ratio kS /k is restricted
to the range [0.4 : 0.8].
Before HAN-V switching was investigated, the surface anchoring properties of
3

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the interaction between a pear shaped particle
of elongation k and a planar substrate (shown as a horizontal bar). The interaction
is mediated by an ellipsoidal HGO particle of elongation kS embedded in the pear
and shifted along the molecular axis to make the ends of the two objects coincident.

the potential Eqn.(2) were characterised by means of preliminary simulations
using systems of N = 1000 particles confined symmetrically between identical
substrates. A slab geometry of height Lz = 4kσ0 along ẑ was used, periodic
boundary conditions being applied in the x̂ and ŷ directions. The surfaces
located at z = Lz and z = −Lz will be subsequently referred to as the top
and bottom surfaces respectively.
The simulations were performed at constant nematic number density ρ∗ = 0.15
and in series of increasing and decreasing kS . From these runs, a homeotropic
∗
to planar anchoring transition was identified from the behaviour of QSu
zz (ρ , kS /k)
(see [23] for a definition), the density-profile-weighted average of the order tensor element Qzz (z) in the interfacial regions. These data, shown in Fig. 2, indicate a discontinuous transition between the homeotropic and planar states,
∗
corresponding, respectively, to positive and negative QSu
zz (ρ , kS /k), for 0.64 ≤
kS /k ≤ 0.74. The hysteresis identified from series of simulations performed
with, respectively, increasing and decreasing kS /k suggests a region of bistability which is maximal for kS /k = 0.7. Though not apparent from the data
shown in Fig. 2, the homeotropic state observed here exhibits considerable
surface polarisation since the interaction potential (2) only allows the points
of the pears to penetrate the substrate plane.
When attempting to transfer this behaviour to a hybrid anchored system, it
was found that imposing strong, monostable homeotropic anchoring (i.e. small
kS ) at the top (i.e. maximum z-value) surface resulted in the loss of bistability at the bottom (i.e. minimum z-value) surface. This situation is known to
prevail in very thin films when one anchoring coefficient is significantly larger
than the other [25,26] since the dominant surface extrapolation length is then
able to exceed the film thickness. To recover bistability at the bottom surface, therefore, the slab thickness was increased and the top surface anchoring
4
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Fig. 2. Behaviour of QSu
zz as a function of the reduced embedded object elongation
kS /k for pear shaped PHGO particles in symmetric and hybrid confining geometries. In the case of hybrid anchoring, only the particles near the bistable substrate
are considered. N indicate simulation runs with increasing kS /k while H indicate
simulation runs performed with decreasing kS /k.

strength reduced (by increasing the kS value used). As shown in Fig. 2, an
acceptable degree of bistability was obtained for a double-thickness slab (i.e.
Lz = 8kσ0 , N = 2000) with kS /k = 0.6 and ∼ 0.7 at the top and bottom
surfaces, respectively. The use here of different values for kS /k at the top and
bottom surfaces simply results in the particles interacting with each substrate
in a different way, just as if each substrate had a different surface treatment.
The two-way switching identified by Davidson and Mottram requires an appropriate balance of the dielectric and dipolar coupling terms. The dipolar
term needs to be sufficiently strong to latch the lower region of the cell into a
configuration that will equilibrate into the vertical state on removal of the field.
However, the E 2 coupling of the dielectric term dictates that it dominates (reestablishing the HAN state) at high field values. In initial assessment of HAN
to V switching, runs performed with kB T = 1.0, ∆χ = −1.0 and µ = 1.0, and
a range of E values, fields more negative than E = −0.4 led to domination
by the dielectric term. However, a field E = −0.2 was found to induce significant but unsaturated deviation of the director profile away from its initial
state. None of these systems relaxed to the V state on removal of the field, so
further runs were performed with E = −0.2 and gradually increased dipolar
coupling strengths µ in the range [1.0-3.5]. For each of these cases, the slab
was subjected to consecutive extended runs of 2.5 × 105 sweeps (where one
sweep is one attempted move per particle) with the field applied and, then,
removed. The Qzz (z) profiles obtained indicate that the µ = 2.0 system exhibited substantial director distortion throughout the bulk region of the cell but
no switching. For µ = 2.5, by contrast (Fig. 3(a)), the director distortion was
concentrated in the lower half of the slab, a configuration which, on removal of
the field, successfully switched into the vertical state. Configuration snapshots
showing the HAN to V switching behaviour of this µ = 2.5 system are given
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Fig. 3. Qzz (z) profiles corresponding to each stage of the two way switching between
the HAN to V states using µ = 2.5 and E = ±0.2ẑ. Subfigures (a) and (b) show
the results obtained using ∆χ = −1.0 while subfigures (c) and (d) show those for
∆χ = +1.0. The dotted lines show the starting configurations and the dashed lines
typical target HAN and V profiles.

Fig. 4. Configuration snapshots illustrating reversible switching of a system with
E = ±0.2ẑ, ∆χ = −1.0 and µ = 2.5.

in Figs. 4(a)-(c).
Taking the final configuration from this sequence and then performing a similar
sequence with an equal but opposite applied field led to the Qzz (z) profiles
shown in Fig. 3(b). Here, upon application of the field, most of the verticallyaligned slab remained undistorted but a narrow region near the bottom surface
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developed features compatible with planar anchoring. Upon removal of the
field, this small region proved sufficient to seed its planar orientation into
the bulk part of the cell, leading to recovery of the HAN state. Configuration
snapshots illustrating this reverse (V to HAN) switching are given in Figs. 4(c)(e). Note that this reverse switching process became less accessible for higher
dipole couplings due to the consequent reduction in the thickness of the planar
surface region. In practice, no reverse switching was observed for µ > 3.5.
While our simulations have successfully reproduced the reversible pulse-fieldinduced switching predicted by Davidson and Mottram [11], the Qzz (z) profiles shown in Fig. 3 are significantly different from those obtained using
the director-flexoelectricity-based approach. Specifically, the “E on” profile
of Fig. 3(b) is homeotropically aligned for positive z and has a bend from
homeotropic-to-planar for negative z. In comparison, the corresponding profiles (marked with positive E values) in Davidson and Mottram’s Fig. 5 are
largely planar for low z but bent in the high z region. To assess this further,
we have repeated our simulation procedure for the alternative parameterization ∆χ = 1.0, µ = 2.5 and E = ±0.2, i.e. the same numerical values but
with the opposite sign for the dielectric anisotropy ; see Fig. 3(c-d). Here,
we have again observed reversible switching between the HAN and V states.
However, the Qzz (z) profiles obtained from these positive ∆χ switching runs
are qualitatively identical to those given in Figs. 3(a-b), whereas Davidson
and Mottram’s calculations predict a marked dependence on the sign of the
dielectric coupling term. These qualitative differences raise the possibility that
competition between bulk dielectric and flexoelectric couplings is not the main
driver for the reversible switching observed in our simulations.
In seeking to examine this suggestion, we note that the bulk flexoelectric coupling considered by Davidson and Mottram is, in their constant E approximation of Ericksen-Leslie theory, equivalent to a centrosymmetric effective surface
term proportional to cos(2θ)[11]. Closer examination of our simulation results,
conversely, indicates that the field dependence of the surface polarisation plays
the dominant role. Thus, for E = −0.2ẑ (Figs. 3(a) and 4(b)) the top surface
polarisation (and, consequently, anchoring strength) is reduced by the applied
field while that at the lower surface shows an even stronger field-susceptibility:
the negative applied field leads to a highly polar homeotropic surface layer,
with the pear points embedded in the substrate. Equivalently, the positive
applied field destabilises this polar homeotropic state at the lower substrate,
promoting, instead, planar surface alignment (Figs. 3(b) and 4(d)). As noted
above, the effective surface term associated with bulk-region flexoelectricity
has no polar component and so cannot have driven all of this behaviour. We
conclude, therefore, that the switching observed in this system was induced
by the direct action of the applied field to produce a polar surface-region
anchoring field.
7

Clear temperature susceptibility of the surface polarisation has been observed
experimentally for 5CB at both planar and homeotropic substrates [14]. While
no field-dependence was noted for the surface polarisations inferred from
isothermal measurements on HAN cells [15], differences between the monostable substrates used in these cells and the weakly-anchored bistable substrate
employed in our simulations is not unexpected. The dominance of surface polarisation over bulk flexoelectric effects in our simulated systems is likely related to the thinness of the film employed; the influence of flexoelectric distortions is effectively integrated across a LC film and, so, is inevitably reduced for
the film thicknesses accessible to molecular simulation (the slab thickness employed here corresponds to approximately 50nm). Notwithstanding this proviso, our results demonstrate that surface polarisation and, in particular, its
field susceptibility, can play a significant role in HAN-V switching through
its influence on surface anchoring strength and stability. Consequently, such
polarisation changes appear able to affect the orientational structure of the
confined films, as well as providing a mechanism for generating voltage offsets.
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